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LASH EXTENSIONS 
 
What are lash extensions? 
Lash extensions are semi-permanent lashes that are applied individually to your natural lashes creating 
either a natural or dramatic look, your desired result will be discussed with your technician at the time 
of your appointment   
 
What is the lash extension treatment process? 
Your natural lashes are prepared then your technician with individually apply the extensions, this is calm 
and quite treatment chat or movement cause eyes to twitch and your technician required the eyes to be 
as still as possible.  Customers often fall asleep during the process so prepare to be very relaxed  
 
How long does the lash extension treatment take? 
Approximately 90 minutes depending on the amount of natural lashes the customer has as extensions 
are applied to each individual natural lash 
 
How is a lash extension different to a lash lift? 
A lash lift uses your natural lashes to create the curl while lash extensions will give a more dramatic look 
  
How long does a lash extension last? 
With the correct after care, lash extensions last between 6 to 8 weeks. As each lash extension is 
attached, they will fall out naturally along with the natural growth cycle of your lashs.  A infill every two 
to three weeks is recommended for those who would like to maintain the extensions or professional 
removal when required if they are just for an occasion.  
 
Is it safe? 
Yes lash extensions are safe as long as they are applied correctly and correct after care is followed.   If 
you have sensitive eyes or are allergic to anything a patch test will be recommended  
 
How to take care of your lash extensions 
There is a link to our After Care on the website  
 
How much does it cost? 
Please refer to Artistic Beauty Brow & Lash Bar price list for cost 
 
 
Please contact us if you have any further questions regarding any of our treatments 


